Continuum V-Top Surgery Table

Benefits:
You can position the patient from horizontal to near-vertical without external devices. The trough design provides ergonomic ease of use and ready access for trough cleaning. Gives the dependable operation you expect from Shor-Line. Lifts up to 250 lbs.

Features:
- Two polymer five-lobe ergonomic knobs open the new trough design.
- This new design allows the tops to open to 270° for easy access to remove surgical waste.
- Rail attachment on each side.
- A 3" Stainless Steel trough permits fluid runoff into a drain outlet.
- Continuum Surgery table base is a distinctive Stainless Steel hemmed column with a clean, sophisticated design.
- The round, tubular “X” base is designed with enough clearance for feet and other surgical tools that need to be close to the table.
- The Hydraulic Jack allows you to place the table anywhere you want with no cords.
- The hydraulic mechanism lifts the table from 30½” to 41” H.
- Need it taller? Optional height extenders available.
- **Specs**: Standard Continuum V-Top 19”W x 58”L, Continuum Short V-Top 17” w x 46” L

Continuum Flat-Top Surgery Table

Benefits:
You can position the patient from horizontal to near-vertical without external devices. The new trough design provides ergonomic ease of use and ready access for trough cleaning. Gives the dependable operation you expect from Shor-Line. Lifts up to 250 lbs.

Features:
- Attachment rail system runs continually along the sides and ends of the table.
- Four sliding, quick-release, cam cleat tie-down attachments come with the table, allowing you to tighten them in any position along the rail.
- The round, tubular “X” base is designed with enough clearance for feet and other surgical tools that need to be close to the table.
- The Hydraulic Jack allows you to place the table anywhere you want with no cords.
- Table can be lifted from 30½” to 41” via hydraulic mechanism.
- **Specs**: Extra large 22”W x 60”L flat top.
- Need it taller? Optional height extenders available.

903.4100.01 Hydraulic Base 280 lbs.

903.4000.04 Hydraulic Base 280 lbs.
**Classic V-Top Surgery Table Hydraulic**

**Benefits:**
The V-Top acts as a helper during surgery, keeping the patient in the correct position. Check out the extra features in this premium table. Gives you flexibility to go from straight horizontal and level to V-Shaped, near vertical positioning without external devices. You choose how you want to operate.

**Features:**
- High-quality, durable Stainless Steel table surfaces.
- Two polymer five-lobe ergonomic knobs open the new trough design. This new design allows the tops to open to 270° for easy access to remove surgical waste. Just clean the trough and reinsert the tray.
- Two-panel system that adjusts from horizontal to near vertical to hold the patient in the desired position during surgery.
- Two sliding, quick-release, cam cleat tie-down attachments provided on each side of the attachment rail.
- 3” Stainless Steel trough permits fluid runoff into a drain outlet.
- Table can be lifted from 30½” to 41” via hydraulic mechanism.
- Top can rotate 360 degrees or be stationary.
- Solid stainless steel base that lasts for decades.
- Need it taller? Optional height extenders available.

**Specs:**
- Standard Classic V-Top 19”W x 58”L,
- Classic Short V-Top 17” w x 46” L

| 903.4100.02 | Hydraulic Base | 280 lbs. |

**Classic Heated V-Top Surgery Table, 120V**

**Benefits:**
The V-Top acts as a helper during surgery, keeping the patient in the correct position. Check out the extra features in this premium table. Same great features Classic V-Top but with a preset heated top.

**Features:**
- Directional tilt lock secures the top in almost any position, from horizontal to near vertical.
- The thermostatic control mounted on the frame allows easy temperature monitoring.
- There is a built in alarm and shut-off to alert you to an overheating situation.
- Factory-set temperature is maintained at 95°F (35°C).
  
  It is non-adjustable.
- Controlled heating temperature with even heat distribution.
- Four sliding, quick-release, cam cleat tie-down attachments come with the table, allowing you to tighten them in any position along the rail.
- Hydraulic mechanism lifts table from 28¾” to 39¾”H.
- Need it taller? Optional height extenders available.

| 903.4400.01 | Hydraulic Base | 290 lbs. |

SHOR-LINE.COM 800.444.1579
**Classic Flat-Top Surgery Table**

**Benefits:**
Premium Stainless Steel is crafted with smooth, radiused curves to a graceful but functional, seamless table that promotes a bacteria-free environment.

**Features:**
- Directional tilt lock secures the top in almost any position, from horizontal to near vertical.
- Extra large 22”W x 60”L Stainless Steel flat-top.
- Raised center permits fluid run-off into a perimeter trough and to a drain outlet.
- Top rotates 360° (hydraulic base only).
- Attachment rail system runs continually along the sides and ends of the table.
- Four sliding, quick-release, cam cleat tie-down attachments come with the table, allowing you to tighten them in any position along the rail.
- Hydraulic mechanism lifts table from 28¾” to 39¾”.
- Need it taller? Optional height extenders available.

---

**Classic Heated Flat-Top Surgery Table, 120V**

**Benefits:**
Our Heated Classic Flat-Top has the same great features as our Classic Flat-Top with the addition of a heating panel to help prevent hypothermia during small animal surgeries.

**Features:**
- 15” x 48” heated area.
- The thermostatic control mounted on the frame allows easy temperature monitoring.
- There is a built-in alarm and shut-off to alert you to an overheating situation.
- Factory-set temperature is maintained at 95°F (35°C). It is not adjustable.
- Controlled heating temperature ranges with even heat distribution.
- Need it taller? Optional height extenders available.

---

SHOR-LINE.COM 800.444.1579
Feline Surgery Table

**Benefits:**
This space saver provides the same great table but with a shorter length. The one-piece design is crafted with radiused curves and a smooth, surface that drains off fluid, helping to make the table easy to maintain.

**Features:**
- Stainless Steel Top features a drain outlet.
- Directional tilt lock secures the top in almost any position, from horizontal to near vertical.
- Top rotates 360° (hydraulic only).
- Attachment rail system runs along the sides of the table.
- Four sliding, quick-release, cam cleat tie-down attachments are provided, and can be tightened in any position along the rail.
- Table can be lifted from 28¾” to 39¾” via hydraulic mechanism.
- **Specs:** 20”W x 44½”L flat-top.

903.4000.05  Hydraulic Base  227 lbs.